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Abstract
Asteroid Mining promises the potential of tremendous return economically and scientifically. Radar albedo data indicate that some near earth objects (NEO) appear to consist of thousands of tons of platinum family metals (iridium, osmium, and palladium) potentially worth billions or trillions of dollars at market. As great as the potential reward may be, the challenge of deploying a resource extraction mission to an asteroid, operating it successfully, and returning the bounty and the crew to the earth may prove even greater.

This proposal for a Technical Project at the ISU 2010 summer Space Studies Program will address this challenge. This study project will decompose the challenge of asteroid mining into the key areas:

- Economic viability and commercial partnerships,
- International partnerships and treaty obligations,
- Launch vehicles, orbital mechanics and trajectory design,
- Mission design and operations, and
- Mining technology for “mini-gravity” and vacuum operations.

The expected outcomes of this project include an assessment of whether asteroid mining is economically, politically, and technologically feasible with a design concept for mining a candidate metallic asteroid. The design concept serves as a test case for the feasibility assessment.

Introduction
Asteroid prospecting and mining has been one of the signature concepts of exploration virtually since the beginning of the Space Age. The economic imperative to find some way to make a profit from space resources has always been an important driver, even if it was not as visible as strategic and scientific considerations. FIGURE 1 shows the cover of the July 1961 Analog proclaiming the future of asteroid mining by 1995. The spacecraft number 271 bears the trade name “Astrosteel Corp.” Although the timeline for mining has not been nearly as aggressive as the article in Analog predicted, there has been some progress.

In the decade and a half preceding SSP 2010, the space community has been acquiring knowledge and experience in the design and operation of asteroid and comet missions. There are two classes of these missions: one way and sample return. TABLE 1 shows the highlights of some of these sample return missions: proposed, planned, and implemented. The two sample return missions completed to date are NASA’s Stardust and Genesis missions, returning cometary particles and solar wind particles, respectively.
Asteroid Sample Return

The next mission to return will be JAXA’s MUSES-C Hayabusa, which will return samples from the asteroid Itokawa. FIGURE 2 shows the complexity of the orbital mechanics and trajectory design to rendezvous with the asteroid Itokawa and return to the earth. FIGURE 3 shows a detailed image of Itokawa taken by Hayabusa, with colored ellipses showing the various sites where the mission plan was to collect samples.

Human Asteroid Mission

The past four years have seen a growing interest in a human mission to an asteroid (Asaravala, 2005; Couvault, 2008; David, 2006; Kleisius, 2008). Some of the human asteroid mission concepts are provocative and worthy as an introduction to this area of interest. FIGURES 4a to 4c show a concept that DigitalSpace portrayed in support of the early NASA concept for a crewed asteroid mission.
TABLE 1. Proposed, Planned, and Implemented Asteroid and Comet Sample Return Missions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization/Agency</th>
<th>Nation</th>
<th>Date of Launch</th>
<th>Target Body</th>
<th>Sample Sought</th>
<th>Landing Site</th>
<th>Return Date</th>
<th>Return Restriction</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stardust</td>
<td>JPL-NASA</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>6 FEB 1999</td>
<td>Comet Wild-2</td>
<td>Comet &amp; Interstellar Particles</td>
<td>Utah UTTR</td>
<td>15 JAN 2006</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis</td>
<td>JPL-LANL-NASA</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>8 AUG 2001</td>
<td>Sun, from L1 Point</td>
<td>Solar Wind Particles</td>
<td>Utah UTTR</td>
<td>8 SEPT 2004</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSES-C / Hayabusa</td>
<td>ISAS / JAXA</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>18 JUNE 2003</td>
<td>SF36 Itokawa</td>
<td>Impact ejecta</td>
<td>Woomera, Aus.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>In Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phobos-Grunt</td>
<td>Lavochkin</td>
<td>Russia/ESA</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>Phobos Sample Return</td>
<td>Regolith</td>
<td>Russia, TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>In Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comet Nucleus Sample Return</td>
<td>Langley Research Center / NASA</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>Comet Brooks-2 Wirtem, Kopff, or Tritton</td>
<td>Frozen comet core</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>Under study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hera</td>
<td>Arkansas-Oklahoma Center</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>3 Asteroids of different types</td>
<td>Variety of surface materials</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aladdin</td>
<td>Space Research Institute</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>Main Belt Asteroid</td>
<td>Impact ejecta</td>
<td>Russia, TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSIRIS</td>
<td>University of Arizona</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>RQ36</td>
<td>Carbonaceous material</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manned Mission</td>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>2000SG344</td>
<td>All types</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Under Study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 4a. Orion with a mission/lander module approaches a generic asteroid. The white Service Module is oversized compared to the LEO version so that it can carry the greater quantity of propellant and consumables to support the crew throughout the longer mission.

FIGURE 4b. Orion with mission/lander module makes a touchdown on the surface of an asteroid, lofting dust in the process. The icon in the upper right corner represents a symbology for safety status.

FIGURE 4c. EVA crewmembers translating around the mission/lander module while its robot arm drills into the regolith. This mission module would include an EVA airlock. Notice the landing blast pattern in the asteroidal dust.

**Asteroid Selection**


An alternative to Amun may be 1986 DA (Ostro, et al, 1991), with a more substantially proven radar albedo indicating metallic content. Ostro, et al reported an estimated 100,000 tons of gold and platinum-family metals, estimated at the time to be worth $1 trillion. 1986 DA has a much lower inclination but a longer orbital period than 3554 Amun. For both targets, the launch, rendezvous, and return opportunities will play a crucial role in determining economic and operational viability.

Thus, many factors go into selecting a target asteroid besides estimates of the size and value of their metallic composition. TABLE 2 shows a comparison of Itokawa, 1986 DA, and 3554 Amun to illustrate the differences in physical properties, orbital parameters, and requirements for rendezvous deltaV. The key discriminators may prove to be the orbital inclination, which is a first order indicator of the deltaV requirement and the orbital period, which dictates launch and return windows for lowest energy Hohmann transfer trajectories. The numbers for DeltaV are nominal order of magnitude estimates based on the Shoemaker equation used by Echo.JPL.

**TABLE 2. Comparison of the Salient Properties of Three NEO Asteroids**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>35143 Itokawa SF 36</th>
<th>1986 DA</th>
<th>3554 Amun 1986 EB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orbit-crossing</td>
<td>Apollo-type earth-crosser with most of its orbit outside the earth’s, Mars-crosser.</td>
<td>Mars-crosser, Amor-type: approaches earth orbit but does enter within it.</td>
<td>Aten-type earth-crosser with most of its orbit within the earth’s, Venus-crosser.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphelion (AU)</td>
<td>1.695 AU</td>
<td>4.457 AU</td>
<td>1.247 AU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perihelion (AU)</td>
<td>0.953 AU</td>
<td>1.161 AU</td>
<td>0.701 AU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Major Axis</td>
<td>1.324 AU</td>
<td>2.809 AU</td>
<td>0.974 AU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital Period</td>
<td>556.355 days</td>
<td>1719.466 days</td>
<td>350.964 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation Period</td>
<td>12.13 hours</td>
<td>3.57 hours</td>
<td>2.53 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest Dimension</td>
<td>0.535 km</td>
<td>2.3 km</td>
<td>2.5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclination from the Ecliptic Plane</td>
<td>1.622 degrees</td>
<td>4.310 degrees</td>
<td>23.263 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative DeltaV to rendezvous from earth (Echo.JPL)</td>
<td>4.632 km/sec</td>
<td>7.144 km/sec</td>
<td>10.246 km/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The student teams will analyze these data and compare metallic asteroids with mining potential to select a target. FIGURE 4 shows the orbit of 3554 Amun in relation to the ecliptic and earth’s orbit. The difficult of staging repeatable missions to 3554 Amun on a regular schedule should be self evident from this difference in inclination.
Asteroid Mining

The advocates of asteroid mining offer little evidence to substantiate their extravagant claims for profit from this vast wealth just waiting for exploitation. Or, to paraphrase Patrick O'Brian (from the Aubrey-Maturin novels), the anticipation of gaining sudden great wealth has caused far more insanity than the loss of it. Thus, these kinds of estimates of vast, sudden wealth always evoke a sense of caution if not outright skepticism. One area that demands the most attention is the technology to extract and process metals in the vacuum of space and the mini-gravity of an asteroid. It will be a major challenge to the TP teams to put together a case for economically and technically feasible asteroid mining.

Interdisciplinary Approach to Teaching

The technical project takes a multidisciplinary approach to leading the class effort. The key disciplines are economics, political science, engineering, operations, and space architecture. The opportunity this class presents is to facilitate these diverse specialties to work together on an exciting project that will stretch all team members’ abilities to their limits; the goal is to introduce a process whereby they can learn to work together with trust and effective communication in a time-efficient and technically accurate manner.

Observations from SSP 09

Having participated in SSP 2009 at in the Mars Caves Projects, the proposer made several observations that figure in the drafting of this proposal.

1. The students did not begin thinking about the scope of the deliverables (design, analysis, or recommendations) until very late in the three projects. Consequently, in the midterm and final presentations, it was not always clear what they were
actually recommending. For example, the DREAM project for disaster preparedness in Belize mentioned “mitigation” many times, but they had few specifics to offer. It was never clear that they were only providing satellite data, and in fact were not addressing any mitigation at all.

2. The students confounded the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) with the organizational chart. It is essential for the students to go through the process of democratically setting up their organization to execute the project and to assign members to each of the roles. However, it is a less essential and efficient use of the students’ limited time to develop the design problem decomposition from scratch that the represents. Therefore, the proposer provides an outline WBS to give the students a jump-start on organizing the project. They will be free to modify the WBS as they progress.

Faculty Structure
The faculty structure will consist of a partnership between three technical experts and the students. The students will bring much of the expertise to the class, but there are a few critical areas for this mission where, to ensure a successful outcome and efficient use of the students’ time, the faculty will provide some of the necessary expertise. These proposed experts provide the unique and sophisticated capabilities that we cannot expect from the students:

- Orbital mechanics and trajectory design (Warren James, Northrop Grumman)
- Robotic mining technology (Kris Zacny, Honeybee Robotics)

That said, the students take responsibility for organizing the development and execution of the project. The faculty will be available to advise and consult as needed, and to give guidance on how to proceed from one hurdle to the next.

Pedagogy
The TP starts about six weeks after intensive academic study and exams. The pedagogy for the Asteroid Mining TP takes a different and hopefully refreshing approach. Lectures will keep to a minimum; the classes will follow a preceptorial discussion format. The teacher questions the students to spark discussions about the key aspects of the subject or problem at hand. These classes will challenge the students to apply their natural curiosity, analytical skills, and creativity to synthesize the subject matter into an overarching construct.

Introductory Exercises
Based upon consultation with the ISU faculty and administration, and in consideration of the SSP’s progress to the time the Technical Projects commence, we will select a set of kickoff exercises for the team. The TP team will go through a series of introduction exercises and then a design exercise. Depending upon the number of students from each discipline who sign up for the Asteroid Mining TP, we will establish the group size in which they make the introductions. Team members will make introductions both within their discipline group and in an interdisciplinary group. In the introduction exercises, each team member will:

1. Introduce himself or herself in his or her own words. Describe background including education and technical/scientific expertise or specialization.
2. Describe what she or he offers to the other team members in terms of information, analysis, data, evaluation, and integration.
3. Describe what she or he needs from the other team members in terms of information, analysis, data, evaluation, and integration.

4. Explain what she or he believes constitutes “proof:” what is credible, reliable, or persuasive analysis, data, evaluation, or design.

The design exercise will bring the team’s attention to bear early in the project upon the design problem of a mission to an asteroid. The purpose is to get the students talking and thinking about the big picture early in the process, and to give them the first-hand cognizance of reporting-out their deliverables. Given a foundation of the essential data, they will perform this one- to two-day exercise without resort to digital props. They will need to think on their feet, and hand-write their bullets on flip charts, draw their designs freehand, and above all engage with one another.

Syllabus

Upon acceptance of this proposal, the offeror will prepare a syllabus that describes the specific activities of the course. The syllabus includes the description of lectures and preceptorial discussions, schedule, and milestones. The proposer expects to interact with the students in all the subject and discipline areas of this proposal.

Design Methodology for the Project

One of the most daunting aspects of this Technical Project is how to bound the design problem space. The difficulty lies in making it neither too narrowly focused upon operations around an asteroid nor too broad and diffused to accommodate all the possible space economics, design, engineering, logistics, operations, politics, and transportation scenarios. This scoping of the project will emerge as the central decision-making process for the students in concert with their faculty advisors.

Design Problem Definition as a Social Agreement

The first principle is that the design problem definition exists only insofar as the participants can agree to what it is. In this kind of participatory design project, the problem definition emerges as a kind of social contract among the participants. Involvement in a participatory project invokes obligations that are not typically part of the normal work or school environment. Naturally, there will be robust discussions, intellectual differences of opinion, and heart-felt disagreements. Yet, the project can succeed only insofar as the team members can forge agreements about what this social contract includes. Then, they must find a balance between big ideas and compromising with the tyranny of reality.

The Symmetry of Ignorance

The second principle is the “symmetry of ignorance.” Everyone on the team knows less about some of the key areas than the other members of the team. Therefore, the recognition that nobody can know it all should help the team members value what their colleagues do know and what they can contribute. Understanding the symmetry of ignorance can engender respect, communication, and cooperation among participatory design members.

Multidisciplinary Interaction as Process and Outcome

The third principle is multidisciplinary interaction among the student teams; it constitutes one of the most important outcomes of the Technical Project. There will be many areas of overlap and claims to the same content area. The design method this class will apply is that when there are multiple claims to a content area, it is recognition of the importance of that topic. It will not be an invitation to make an a priori division to allocate it to one
team or another to “avoid duplication of effort.” Not until the two or more teams making the claims work through their discussion, will they make a decomposition of the topic and assign the results to one or more teams. Conversely, if no discipline team claims a particular area, that calls for a new understanding of why not and reconsideration of whether it is necessary.

The Five Main Subject Areas
Students’ teams focusing on each of the five main subject areas will confront profound and fundamental problems that may require changes to existing approaches and practices so that an asteroid mining mission can succeed.

Economic Viability and Commercial Partnerships
Proving the economic case -- and under what partnership and financing arrangements it may be viable -- is the challenge to this team. The stark cost reality is that if 100 percent pure gold bars existed naturally on the moon, stacked on pallets, ready to be picked up and returned to the earth, it would not be profitable. The cost of the round trip transportation from the moon’s gravity well would exceed the market value of the gold.

An asteroid mining mission may offer the prospect of becoming profitable if it is possible to control the return propulsion and other mission design and operations costs. There are principally five ways to achieve this cost reduction:

1. Minimize the number of different parts and interfaces,
2. Use existing production hardware with a minimum of new major parts,
3. Reduce the mass or the propellant needed to move the mass,
4. Minimize the gravity well to overcome for transporting crew and cargo, or
5. Find ways to use the products in space so that it is not necessary to return them to LEO or the earth.

The economics team will develop a model that accounts for these variables as a way to determine which mission designs are feasible and better still profitable. They will propose a model for the commercial partnership that can make asteroid mining viable.

International Partnerships and Treaty Obligations
Current space treaties state that the cosmos belongs to everyone; therefore the resources of the cosmos belong to no one. The shortcoming of this vestige of the 1960s should be obvious: exploration and development of space beyond LEO and certainly beyond the earth-moon system will depend on our ability to extract, process, and use the resources we find. Call it unfair exploitation of resources or call it investment in a permanent presence in space – the simple answer is the companies or agencies that take the risk will reap the benefits. However, that appeal to pure capitalism does answer the aspirations and interest of the “have-nots” on earth who may wish to share in the rewards.

The students on this team will address the specific language of the ruling treaties to propose alternative clauses that will allow and encourage asteroid mining. The building of international partnerships follows upon this removal of impediments. The students will propose a model for the international partnership that will be inclusive insofar as any country that wants to participate may do so. This model should go beyond “pay to play;” it will look at ways in which countries with specific skills, capabilities, or resources can contribute. In some cases, the international (and the commercial) partnership may make
investments in developing countries so that they can grow into a position to participate in later mining missions or operations.

**Launch Vehicles, Orbital Mechanics, and Trajectory Design**

The “conventional wisdom” concerning asteroid, comet, and other small body missions: *when* you launch determines *where* you can go. Conversely, *where* you want to go dictates *when* you must launch. 3554 Amun adds the complexity that its orbit is tilted about 23 degrees out of the ecliptic plane, further limiting potential conventional launch windows, since it passes close to the earth’s orbit at only two loci. These spatial-temporal constraints for launch and return dates will bring far-reaching implications to a mining operation. However, if the transportation system includes logistics and staging depots in geosynchronous orbit or the LaGrangian points, it may be possible to decouple the schedule of transits to the asteroid from the launch and return to earth.

A round trip mission to an asteroid to extract valuable resources may return them to any of several destinations: to the earth, to a mid-point station such as a LaGrangian point, geosynchronous orbit, the surface of the moon, Phobos, or Mars. Once the space community develops the capability to support and operate spacecraft beyond low earth orbit (LEO) and throughout the earth-moon-NEO system, it becomes possible to supply these stations with the resources to build and grow. It leads to establishing a trade economy among these extraterrestrial bases and with the earth itself.

**Mission Design and Operations**

The Mission design and operations problem space is the largest of the five main topics, recreating many of the classic issues of spaceflight design. The first question is the allocation of functions between machines and humans:

- What do humans do, and from where do they do it?
- What do robots do?
- What degree of supervision does the crew exert over the robots?
- What degree of automation is required for both crewed and uncrewed undertakings?

Assuming that the asteroid mining mission is a credible opportunity within the next 10 to 15 years, the level of automation and robotics reliably available then will differ little from what is available today. Therefore, if the mining operations require real time or monitoring of activities or direct teleoperations, there must be a human crew on station at the asteroid. Therefore, the mission includes both human and robotic spacecraft; space-suited humans will perform extravehicular activities alongside robotic mining equipment that are spacecraft in their own right.

The team will select a design for the crewed vehicle to take the crew to the asteroid, and any additional modules or systems to help support and sustain the crew while they work there. The team will provide for the return of crew and the products of mining. The only element that does not return is the robotics, except in rare cases to analyze wear and tear or failure.

**Mining Technology for “Minigravity” and Vacuum Operations**

On earth, what makes mining economical for most rare or precious metals is the availability of water in vast quantities to process the excavated material. Panning for gold is the classic example. In an industrial setup, large sluices, sluice boxes, and settling
The asteroid mining operation will need new technology for drilling, moving material, and refining it in situ. Drilling in a vacuum poses a host of challenges, not the least of which is how to cool the drill bit so it does not melt from its own friction. On earth, a constant supply of water can remove both heat and debris. Similarly, the drilling and excavating motors need cooling. The team will identify and analyze these kinds of technology and operational issues, and find potential solutions for asteroid mining. The availability of these technical solutions will test the feasibility of the Project.

**Work Breakdown Structure**

The WBS serves as a content guide to the project. It differs from a management organizational chart because the WBS does not say anything about who does which part of the work or who has oversight for which parts. The WBS simply states the work that the team needs to do. It is their responsibility to assign themselves to do it. TABLE 3 shows this WBS. Given that each team member will serve on one of the five discipline topics, one approach would be for every team member to do a task within each of the five major headings: Research, Problem Definition, Concept Development, Concept Selection & Refinement, and Documentation & Presentation.

This approach to the WBS establishes the five areas of work that are independent of the team discipline structure. These WBS tasks are not necessarily sequential or linear. Rather, the discipline teams may need to move freely among the parts of the WBS as they develop their ideas and test them against the constraints. Within this design methodology, a concept can serve as a hypothesis about what the problem is; the research results inform the selection and refinement of concepts.

**Research**

We have seen over 50 years of development of space science, space policy, and space technology since the birth of the Space Age. While it is not reasonable to expect the students to learn all of it (alas, even in their own fields), it is vital for them to find and process the significance of these developments for the Asteroid Mining Project. At a minimum, this research should enable the students to avoid wasting time “reinventing the gyroscope wheel.” What is more important, the students can find ideas and precedents that they apply to craft a solution.

**Problem Definition**

Problem definition is the fulcrum of the design methodology. The students examine and compare their understanding of the project and its challenges. Their ability to forge an agreement upon what is the problem serves as the gateway to project success. Because the asteroid mining mission is a multivariable problem with many possible outcomes, it will be especially difficult to arrive at a simple, well-structured problem definition. It may be necessary to find a galvanizing principle in this condition of irresolution that may not satisfy every objective but that allows for mission success.
Concept Development
Concept Development is the main opportunity for the students to express and apply their creativity. They go through a series of initiatives to explore alternative paths and options to mission success. The approach to concept development will be to articulate requirements and constraints, and seek solutions that fit the parameters. During this phase, the emphasis is on generating alternatives while holding off on critiquing the ideas. However, this effort does not presuppose “brainstorming” or other forms of scattershot subjectivity. It would be far better for the team to postulate a systematic method of defining the concepts that affords a logic-based selection process.

Concept Selection, Integration, and Refinement
In this area of the WBS, the students and faculty within each discipline team evaluate the sets of options they generated, based on evaluation criteria from the faculty. Then, multidisciplinary teams comprised of representatives of each discipline evaluate these options from their “outside” perspective. The selection process links together the highest-rated options from each of the disciplines, however there is no guarantee that they are compatible or even make sense together.

That is where integration and refinement play their roles. The second- or third-best option in one discipline may prove the key to allowing the top-rated options from all the other disciplines succeed. The reason is that it is not often possible to optimize for more than one variable at a time. In this situation, all of the disciplines may need to make a compromise on sub-optimal alternatives in order to close the design at all to perform the mission.

Documentation and Presentation
The basic expectation is that the team will prepare and make the midterm and final presentations. Then, they will produce a conference paper describing the overall project for the International Astronautical Congress. All well and good, but an overview paper is unlikely to convey the substantive detail that would be valuable for the permanent record. For this project, the goal will be for each of the five disciplines/subject areas to prepare their own paper for publication in the most appropriate conference or journal.
TABLE 3. Candidate Work Breakdown Structure for the Asteroid Mining Technical Project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Problem Definition</th>
<th>Concept Development</th>
<th>Concept Selection, Integration, &amp; Refinement</th>
<th>Documentation and Presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Partnerships and Treaty Obligations</strong></td>
<td>Precedents of ISS, Planetary Protection, Space Treaty, Space Policy</td>
<td>Existing treaties &amp; partnerships; Include the Have-nots</td>
<td>New treaties or amendments. Role for developing countries.</td>
<td>Negotiate new treaty provisions among “Model UN” of the ISU members? Midterm and Final Review Conference Paper Journal Article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Orbital Mechanics &amp; Trajectory Design</strong></td>
<td>When you launch vs. where you go, Out of ecliptic, return opportunities</td>
<td>How to select launch &amp; return windows, launch &amp; in-space propulsion</td>
<td>Trajectory design using nodes or LaG. Points? Fuel depots?</td>
<td>Find optimal, most efficient, lowest risk, most repeatable trajectory design. Midterm and Final Review Conference Paper Journal Article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining Technology and Operations</strong></td>
<td>Earth precedents, power, cooling, drilling, extraction, material handling, refining. Extreme Environments</td>
<td>What to mine, where and how to process it, requirements for minigravity &amp; vacuum operations.</td>
<td>Concept for the mining process: prospecting, sampling, extraction, handling, refining, packaging, transport to market.</td>
<td>Define end-to-end mining process, including safety and risk-reduction strategy. Midterm and Final Review Conference Paper Journal Article</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ACHIEVEMENTS

• LEAD for Independent Research and Development:
  • Assessment of NASA Lunar Exploration Objectives, the Space Enterprise Council Workshop, August 2006.
  • Modeling and Simulation of Crew Accommodations, Cabins, and Habitats.

• PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR for Northrop Grumman Integrated Systems for the NASA “Exploration of the Moon and Beyond” RFI. Led a team that submitted 15 RFI responses.

• PROJECT MANAGER/PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Habot Mobile Lunar Base/Composite Habitat Project. Coordinated contributors at four NASA Centers, two DOE labs, and the University of Naples. 1 GeV/n Fe beam at Brookhaven National Lab gave proof of concept for carbon shielding.

• DESIGN TEAM LEADER: SOFIA Layout of Personnel Accommodations – on-board mission control system to put a 2.5m infrared telescope in a 747. Led multidisciplinary team of 15 professionals that developed a new approach to reduce the number of ops crew by half, double the flight rate and triple the science payload.

• PROJECT ARCHITECT: Fluid Mechanics Laboratory—Developed the $4M project for four indraft tunnels and an experimental high bay.

• INVENTOR/TEAM LEAD: Suitport EVA Access Facility—Led a team that developed the analysis for the Suitport that offers order of magnitude improvements in atmosphere loss, pumpdown time, and cooling for spacesuit airlocks. Two Suitports built into the Ames HazMat vehicle, an armored personnel carrier. US Patent No. 4,542,224.
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ADDITIONUM: PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
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- Human-System Integration Lead for Altair Lunar Lander and Lunar Destination Surface Systems.
- 2008 NASA Lunar Lander Development Study proposal co-lead and contract technical team.
- Two RFI Teams: Exploration of the Moon and Beyond, Constellation Lunar Lander.

(Advanced Space Projects Branch, Systems and Project Engineering Branch)

- Led Habot (Habitat Robot) Mobile Lunar Base/Composite Habitat Project. NASA HQ Direct funding; architectural, planning engineering analysis, habitat modeling, radiation shielding testing, crew size model. (6 publications).
- Developed a $100M/10-year proposal for a design concept and glovebox/bioisolation technology for the Mars Surface Science Lab. The Mars program picked up this approach for Mars Returned Sample Handling. (4 publications).
- Co-led team that developed the NASA Habitats and Surface Construction Technology Roadmap to guide design zero-G and partial-G habitats, and Lunar and Mars surface bases, published in NASA CP-97-206241.
- Developed the analysis and design concept for orbital or surface planetary and interplanetary habitat architectures.
- Lead 15 professionals to design the crew cabin design and on-board mission control system (Layout of Personnel Accommodations) of the 747SP for the Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA). SAE 975632.

Aerospace Engineer-Manned Systems (9/83-4/95)
(Space Human Factors Office, Advanced Space Technology Office)

- Proposal Facilitator for the Human Exploration Demonstration Project, combining four research divisions to develop a proposal for $1M in-house matching funds for a simulation on the theme, "A day in the life of a planetary base." Proposal was successful and I served as Project Architect/Configuration Manager. HEDP provided the research for my dissertation.
- Led team that developed the analysis for the Suitport that offered improvements in atmosphere loss, pump down time, and cooling for spacesuit airlocks. US Patent No. 4,842,224.
- Developed Space Station habitability accommodations and workstations including the Space Station Wardroom Table US, Patent No. 4,836,114.
- Designed outfitting for Marshall Space Flight Center for their US Lab Module. Redrew the rack fabrication drawings for Marshall Space Flight Center and designed the Element Control Work Station with the Deployable Video Conference Table. US Patent No. 5,261,735.
- Developed and built Proximity Operations Simulator for space station. Developed space station architecture that introduced the node and cupola into the International Space Station US Patent 4,728,060.

Facilities Architect (2/79-8/83)
(Facilities Engineering Branch)

- Architect for the Fluid Mechanics Lab, combining 4 small indraft wind tunnels and basic research areas.
- Performed Aircraft Support Study of 20 aircraft and their hangar requirements and proposed a new building to collocate all the specialized U-2 support equipment and facilities. Designed the building.
- Managed 5 construction work packages in the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex, the largest wind tunnel in the world.

Professional Society:

- American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics; Associate Fellow; Chair: AIAA Design Engineering Technical Committee; Founder of the AeroSpace Architecture Subcommittee; Session Organizer >12 International Conferences;
- International Federation of Professional and Technical Engineers (IFPTE); Founder & President at NASA-Ames for 8 years.
- National Academy of Science: Radiation Shielding Committee Member 2006-2008.